Our visibility ..... A Report on 10th EMAS Congress

European Menopause and Andropause Society (EMAS) organized 10th European Congress on 20-22 May 2015 in Madrid, the Spanish Capital. It was an outstanding experience to visit Ancient scenic city Madrid, and to be the part of the great academic feast in terms of gaining and sharing relevant knowledge.

The comprehensive scientific program, covered a wide range of issues through sessions in line on the meeting’s theme, “Promoting Translation of Science into clinical practice in midlife health and beyond” with a multidisciplinary approach involving health professionals and researchers. We congratulate and truly appreciate the efforts Prof Margeret for offering us opportunity to hold IMS India symposium and local organizing committee to make this superb, successful programme. Meeting was well attended (about 450 delegates) by doctors, allied health professionals & researchers interested in midlife health & beyond, of women & men. Many of them presented posters (247 posters) & scientific papers (48 papers) in the conference on the problems of midlife and modalities for their solutions, which generated lot of interactive discussion and interest. The workshops addressed the cutting edge science of midlife health in both genders translating it into clinical practice.

Indian Menopause Society Symposium was organized on Thursday, 21st May in Room Roma. The theme of the symposium was “Focus on Midlife health in India”. The symposium was chaired by President International Menopause Society - Rod Baber (Australia) & President Elect - Mary Ann Lumsden (United Kingdom).

Two past presidents IMS India delivered lectures on -

"As an Indian do my ovaries behave differently?” by Dr. Duru Shah, Member Board IMS

“Midlife Sexuality Concerns& care-an Indian perspective” by Dr. Sunila Khandelwal, Secretary General CAMS

Lecture enriched the knowledge of the participants by sharing the research data & also got an opportunity to highlight the efforts put in by IMS India in this direction across the country. Announcement made for Proposal of IMS Quiz, webinar and world menopause day theme and invitation extended for World Congress – 2016 at Prague & IMSCON at Nagpur.
Pre congress Informal Dinner was hoisted for executives of IMS, by International Menopause Society. We were extremely happy and honored to have such good friends across the globe. Greeting conducted by IMS President Dr. Rod Baber.

The executive meetings were well attended by Duru Shah. Her sincere efforts & Contribution as Chainman scientific committee were well appreciated with applause by all.

Our participation in the entire conference was a gratifying experience for updating us related to the research & provided a state-of-the-art knowledge of menopausal medicine.

Delegates promised enthusiastically to attend the world congress 2016 at Prague & the next EMAS congress at Amsterdam in 2017.